Use the timeline to answer the questions.

1. Which happened earlier? A. Disney’s Studio is created or B. First animated film is released
   - B

2. How many years after Disney Brothers Cartoon studios was created did they release ‘Steam Boat Willy’?
   - 5

3. What year did Windsor McCay produce his cartoon?
   - 1914

4. What year was the first Technicolor feature film?
   - 1937

5. What is the span (number of years shown) of this timeline?
   - 30

6. What year was ‘El Apostol’ created?
   - 1917

7. What year was ‘Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs’ released?
   - 1937

8. The first Popeye cartoon was released in 1933. Could you put this event on the timeline above? (Yes / No)
   - Yes

9. What is this timeline about?
   - The History of Early Animation

10. What was the first Looney Tunes cartoon named?
    - Sinkin in the Bathtub
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